A converter circuit is specified for switching a large number of switching voltage levels, which has n first switching groups for each phase. The n-th first switching group is formed by a first and a second power semiconductor switch and the first first to the (n-1)th switching groups are each formed by a first and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor connected thereto. Each of the n first switching groups is connected in series to the respectively adjacent first switching group and the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first first switching group are connected to one another. To reduce the amount of electrical energy stored in the converter circuit, n = 1 and p second switching groups and p third switching groups are provided, which are each formed by a first and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor connected thereto.
ABSTRACT

A converter circuit is specified for switching a large number of switching voltage levels, which has \( n \) first switching groups for each phase. The \( n \)th first switching group is formed by a first and a second power semiconductor switch and the first first to the \((n-1)\)th switching groups are each formed by a first and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor connected thereto. Each of the \( n \) first switching groups is connected in series to the respectively adjacent first switching group and the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first first switching group are connected to one another. To reduce the amount of electrical energy stored in the converter circuit, \( n \geq 1 \) and \( p \) second switching groups and \( p \) third switching groups are provided, which are each formed by a first and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor connected thereto.
Converter circuit for switching a large number of switching voltage levels

DESCRIPTION

Technical field

The invention relates to the field of power electronics and is based on a converter circuit for switching a large number of switching voltage levels.

Prior art

Nowadays, converter circuits are used in a wide range of power-electronic applications. The requirements for a converter circuit such as this are in this case firstly to produce as few harmonics as possible on phases on an electrical AC voltage network which is normally connected to the converter circuit, and on the other hand to transmit power levels that are as high as possible with the smallest possible number of electronic components. One suitable converter circuit for switching a large number of switching voltage levels is specified in DE 692 05 413 T2. In this document, \( n \) first switching groups are provided for each phase, with the \( n \)-th first switching group being formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch, and the first switching group to the \((n-1)\)-th switching group each being formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor which is connected to the first and the second power semiconductor switch, where \( n \geq 2 \). Each of the \( n \) first switching groups is connected in series with the respectively adjacent first switching group, with the first and the second power semiconductor switches in the
first first switching group being connected to one another. The first and the second power semiconductor switches are in each case formed by an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) and by a diode connected back-to-back in parallel with the bipolar transistor.

A converter circuit for switching a large number of switching voltage levels according to DE 692 05 413 T2 is subject to the problem that the amount of electrical energy stored in the converter circuit during operation is very high. Since the electrical energy is stored in the capacitors in the first switching groups of the converter circuit, the capacitors must be designed for this electrical energy, that is to say in terms of their withstand voltage and/or their capacitance. However, this necessitates capacitors with a large physical size, which are correspondingly expensive. Furthermore, because the physical size of the capacitors is large, the converter circuit requires a large amount of space, so that a space-saving design, as is required for many applications such as traction applications, is not possible. Furthermore, the use of the physically large capacitors results in a large amount of installation and maintenance effort.

Description of the invention

One object of the invention is therefore to specify a converter circuit for switching a large number of switching voltage levels, which stores as little electrical energy as possible during its operation, and which can be produced in a space-saving manner.

The converter circuit according to the invention for
switching a large number of switching voltage levels has n first switching groups which are provided for each phase, with the n-th first switching group being formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch, and the first first switching group to the (n-1)-th switching group each being formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches, where, according to the invention, n ≥ 1, and each of the n first switching groups when there are a plurality of first switching groups is connected in series with the respectively adjacent first switching group, and the first and the second power semiconductor switches in the first first switching group are connected to one another. According to the invention, p second switching groups and p third switching groups are provided, which are each formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches, where p ≥ 1 and each of the p second switching groups when there are a plurality of second switching groups being connected in series with the respectively adjacent second switching group. Each of the p third switching groups when there are a plurality of third switching groups is connected in series with the respectively adjacent third switching group, and the first second switching group is connected to the first power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group, and the first third switching group is connected to the second power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group. Furthermore, the capacitor in the p-th second switching group is connected in series with the capacitor in the p-th third switching group.
The p second switching groups and p third switching groups which are provided, together with their connections as described above mean that the p second switching groups are involved, for example, only during the positive half-cycle with respect to the phase output AC voltage, and the p third switching groups are involved only during the negative half-cycle, in operation of the converter circuit according to the invention. It is thus advantageously possible to reduce the amount of electrical energy which is stored in the converter circuit, in particular in the capacitors in the p second and third switching groups. Furthermore, the n first switching groups are used only for balancing the phase output AC voltage, so that, when there are a plurality of first switching groups, the capacitors in the n first switching groups essentially carry no current in the balanced state, and therefore essentially do not store any electrical energy either. The amount of stored electrical energy in the converter circuit can thus be kept low overall, so that the capacitors in the converter circuit need be designed only for a small amount of electrical energy to be stored, that is to say with respect to their withstand voltage and/or their capacitance. Because of the small physical size of the capacitors, the converter circuit requires very little space, thus advantageously allowing a space-saving design, as is required for many applications, for example for traction applications. Furthermore, the small physical size of the capacitors also advantageously makes it possible to keep the amount of installation and maintenance effort low.

According to a further broad aspect of the present invention, there is provided a converter circuit for switching a large number of switching voltage levels, having n first switching groups which are provided for each phase (R, Y, B), with the n-th first switching group being formed
by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch, and with the first first switching group to the (n-1)-th switching group each being formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor, which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches, with each of the n first switching groups being connected in series to the respectively adjacent first switching group, and with the first and the second power semiconductor switches in the first first switching group being connected to one another, wherein n≥1 and p second switching groups and p third switching groups are provided, which are each formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches, where p≥1 and each of the p second switching groups is connected in series with the respectively adjacent second switching group, and each of the p third switching groups is connected in series with the respectively adjacent third switching group, and the first second switching group is connected to the first power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group, and the first third switching group is connected to the second power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group, and in that the capacitor in the p-th second switching group is connected in series with the capacitor in the p-th third switching group.

These and further objects, advantages and features of the present invention will become evident from the following detailed description of preferred embodiments of the invention, in conjunction with the drawing.
Brief description of the drawings

In the figures:

5. Figure 1a shows a first embodiment of a converter circuit according to the invention,

Figure 1b shows a second embodiment of a converter circuit according to the invention,

10. Figure 1c shows a third embodiment of a converter circuit according to the invention,

Figure 2 shows a fourth embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention,

15. Figure 3a shows a fifth embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention,

Figure 3b shows a sixth embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention, and

Figure 4 shows a seventh embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention.

The reference symbols used in the drawing and their meanings are listed in a summarized form in the list of reference symbols. In principle, identical parts are provided with the same reference symbols in the figures. The described embodiments represent examples of the subject matter of the invention, and have no restrictive effect.

Ways to implement the invention

35. Figure 1a shows a (in particular single-phase) first embodiment of a converter circuit according to the
invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels. In this case, the converter circuit has
5 n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n which are provided for each phase R, Y, B, with the n-th first
switching group 1.n being formed by a first power semiconductor switch 2 and a second power semiconductor
switch 3, and with the first first switching group 1.1 to the (n-1)-th switching group 1.(n-1) in each case
10 being formed by a first power semiconductor switch 2 and a second power semiconductor switch 3, and by a
capacitor 4 which is connected to the first and to the second power semiconductor switch 2, 3, in which case,
according to the invention, n ≥ 1. Since, as can be seen from Figure 1a, each of the first switching groups
15 1, 1.1, ..., 1.n represents a four-pole network, each of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n when
there are a plurality of first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n is connected in series with the respectively
adjacent first switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n, that is to say the n-th first switching group 1.n is connected
20 in series with the (n-1)-th first switching group 1.(n-1), and the (n-1)-th first switching group 1.(n-1) is
connected in series with the (n-2)-th first switching group 1.(n-2), etc. As can be seen from Figure 1a, the
first and the second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first first switching group 1.1 are connected to
25 one another. The junction point of the first and of the second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first
first switching group 1.1 forms a phase connection, in particular for the phase R, as shown in Figure 1a.

According to the invention, and as shown in Figure 1a, p second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p and p third
switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p are now provided and are each formed by a first power semiconductor switch 2 and
35 a second power semiconductor switch 3, and by a capacitor 4 which is connected to the first and second
power semiconductor switches 2, 3, where \( p \geq 1 \). Since, as shown in Figure 2, each of the \( p \) second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p and each of the \( p \) third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p represents a four-pole network, each of the \( p \) second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p when there are a plurality of second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p is connected in series with the respectively adjacent second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p, that is to say the \( p \)-th second switching group 5.p is connected in series with the \((p-1)\)-th second switching group 5.(p-1), and the \((p-1)\)-th second switching group 5.(p-1) is connected in series with the \((p-2)\)-th second switching group 5.(p-2), etc. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 1a, each of the \( p \) third switching group 6.1, ..., 6.p when there are a plurality of third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p is connected in series with the respectively adjacent third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p, that is to say the \( p \)-th third switching group 6.p is connected in series with the \((p-1)\)-th third switching group 6.(p-1), and the \((p-1)\)-th third switching group 6.(p-1) is connected in series with the \((p-2)\)-th third switching group 6.(p-2), etc.

Furthermore, the first second switching group 5.1 is connected to the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the \( n \)-th first switching group 1.n, and the first third switching group 6.1 is connected to the second power semiconductor switch 3 in the \( n \)-th first switching group 1.n. Finally, the capacitor 4 in the \( p \)-th second switching group 5.p is connected in series with the capacitor 4 in the \( p \)-th third switching group 6.p. The \( p \) second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p and \( p \) third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p that are provided and their described connections in each case between one another, to one another and to the \( n \)-th first switching group 1.n mean that the \( p \) second switching groups 5.1,
..., 5.p are involved, for example, only in the positive half-cycle with respect to the phase output AC voltage, and the p third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p are involved only in the negative half-cycle with respect to the phase output AC voltage, in the operation of the converter circuit according to the invention. The amount of electrical energy which is stored in the converter circuit, in particular in the capacitors 4 in the p second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p can thus advantageously be reduced. Furthermore, the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n are used only for balancing the phase output AC voltage, so that the capacitors 4 in the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n essentially carry no current when the phase output AC voltage is in the balanced state, and essentially no electrical energy is stored in them either. The amount of electrical energy stored in the converter circuit according to the invention can thus be kept low overall, so that the capacitors 4 in the converter circuit need be designed only for a small amount of electrical energy to be stored, that is to say with respect to their withstand voltage and/or their capacitance. Because of the small physical size of the capacitors 4, the converter circuit requires a minimum amount of space, thus advantageously allowing a space-saving design, as is required for many applications, for example for traction applications. Furthermore, the small physical size of the capacitors 4 also advantageously makes it possible to keep the installation and maintenance effort low.

As shown in Figure 1a, a voltage limiting network 7, for example, is connected in parallel with the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the n-th first switching group 1.n, and a voltage limiting network 7 is likewise connected in parallel with the second power
semiconductor switch 3 in the n-th first switching group 1.n. The voltage limiting network 7 can optionally be chosen and is advantageously used to stabilize the phase output voltage, in particular when the desired phase output voltage is 0 V. The voltage limiting network 7 preferably has a capacitor or, as is shown in Figure 1a, a series circuit formed by a resistor with a capacitor. It is obvious to a person skilled in the art that all the other first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.(n-1) as well as the second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p may also have a voltage limiting network 7, in particular of any type, and/or a current limiting network, in particular of any type.

Figure 1b shows a (in particular single-phase) second embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels. In contrast to the first embodiment shown in Figure 1a, the n-th first switching group 1.n in the second embodiment as shown in Figure 1b has a capacitor 4 which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the n-th first switching group 1.n, with the first second switching group 5.1 being connected to the capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1.n, and the first third switching group 6.1 being connected to the capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1.n. The capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1.n advantageously results, particularly when the desired phase output voltage is 0 V, in this phase output voltage being stabilized, so that this can be achieved without any problems and without any disturbance effects. If the first embodiment as shown in Figure 1a is compared with the second embodiment as shown in Figure 1b, the capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1.n can
be chosen optionally, and is used only for voltage limiting or for voltage stabilization, and thus cannot be regarded as a voltage source. It is also feasible, although this is not shown in Figure 1a for the sake of clarity, to provide a series circuit formed by the capacitor 4 with a resistor, instead of the capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1,n. It is self-evident that the capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1,n or the series circuit formed by the capacitor 4 with a resistor can be chosen optionally for all the described embodiments.

Figure 1c shows a (in particular single-phase) third embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels. In this case, the total number of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1,n is less than the total number of the p second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5,p; 6.1, ..., 6,p. In Figure 1c, these are then n=1 first switching groups 1.1, 1.2 and p=2 second switching groups 5.1, 5.2, as well as p=2 third switching groups 6.1, 6.2. This advantageously means that fewer first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1,n and thus fewer first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 and fewer capacitors 4 are required, and the total space required for the converter circuit according to the invention can thus be reduced further. The first and second power semiconductor switches when there are n=1 first switching groups 1.1, 1.2, as is shown by way of example in Figure 1c, are preferably each formed by a high blocking-capability bidirectional power semiconductor switch that is to say by a drivable high blocking-capability electronic component which carries currents in only one direction, for example by a gate turn-off thyristor (GTO thyristor) or an integrated thyristor with a commutated drive electrode (IGCT - integrated gate commutated thyristor), and by a
passive high blocking-capability electronic component which is connected back-to-back in parallel with this, cannot be driven and carries current in only one direction, for example by a diode.

Figure 2 shows a (in particular single-phase) fourth embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels. In this case, the total number of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n corresponds to the total number of the p second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p. In Figure 2, these are then n=2 first switching groups 1.1, 1.2 and p=2 second switching groups 5.1, 5.2, as well as p=2 third switching groups 6.1, 6.2. If the total number of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n corresponds to the total number of the p second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p then it is advantageously in general possible to switch (2n+1) switching voltage levels in the converter circuit according to the invention, that is to say, if n=2 as shown in Figure 2, five switching voltage levels can then be switched.

Furthermore, it is also feasible for the total number of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n to be greater than the total number of the p second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p.

As shown in Figure 1a and Figure 1c, the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first second switching group 5.1 are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first second switching group 5.1 being connected to the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the n-th first switching group 1.n. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 1a and Figure 1c, the first and second power semiconductor
switches 2, 3 in the first third switching group 6.1 are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first third switching group 6.1 being connected to the second power semiconductor switch 3 in the n-th first switching group 1.n.

As shown in Figure 1b, the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first second switching group 5.1 are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first second switching group 5.1 being connected to the junction point of the capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1.n and the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the n-th switching group 1.n. Furthermore, the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first third switching group 6.1 are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 in the first third switching group 6.1 being connected to the junction point of the capacitor 4 in the n-th first switching group 1.n and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in the n-th first switching group 1.n.

The first power semiconductor switch 2 and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in each switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n; 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p are preferably each in the form of a bidirectional power semiconductor switch, as in the case of the embodiment shown in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c and Figure 2.

Figure 3a shows a (in particular single-phase) fifth embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels. As shown in Figure 3a, the first power semiconductor switch 2 in each first and in each second
switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n; 5.1, ..., 5.p is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch. Furthermore, the second power semiconductor switch 3 in each first switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n and in each third switching group 6.1, ..., 6.p is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch. In contrast to the embodiments shown in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c and Figure 2, the second power semiconductor switch 3 in each second switching group 5.1, ..., 5.p and the first power semiconductor switch 2 in each third switching group 6.1, ..., 6.p is a unidirectional power semiconductor switch. This measure makes it possible to further simplify the converter circuit according to the invention.

Figure 3b shows a (in particular single-phase) sixth embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels. As shown in Figure 3b, the first power semiconductor switch 2 in each first and in each third switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n; 6.1, ..., 6.p is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch. Furthermore, the second power semiconductor switch 3 in each first and in each second switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n; 5.1, ..., 5.p is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch. In addition, the first power semiconductor switch 2 in each second switching group 5.1, ..., 5.p and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in each third switching group 6.1, ..., 6.p is a unidirectional power semiconductor switch. In addition to the advantages, as already mentioned for the fifth embodiment shown in Figure 3a, of simplification of the converter circuit, the voltage across the respective capacitors 4 in each second and third switching group 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p in the sixth embodiment of the converter circuit as shown in Figure 3b can also be set very easily, for example to a predetermined value, in
particular by means of regulation.

Figure 4 shows a (in particular single-phase) seventh embodiment of the converter circuit according to the invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels. In this case, the first power semiconductor switch 2 and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in each first switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch. Furthermore, the first power semiconductor switch 2 and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in each second switching group 5.1, ..., 5.p and in each third switching group 6.1, ..., 6.p is a unidirectional power semiconductor switch. This measure results in the converter circuit according to the invention becoming a rectifier, which is designed in a very simple and furthermore space-saving manner, since it requires only a minimal number of bidirectional power semiconductor switches.

Each of the bidirectional power semiconductor switches in the embodiments of the converter circuit according to the invention shown in Figure 1a to Figure 4 is preferably formed by an electronic component which can be driven and carries current in only one direction, for example by an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT) or, as shown in Figure 1c and as already mentioned, by a gate turn-off thyristor (GTO) or by an integrated gate commutated thyristor (IGCT), and by a passive electronic component, which is connected back-to-back in parallel with this, cannot be driven and carries current in only one direction, for example by a diode. The first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3, which are in the form of bidirectional power semiconductor switches as shown in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c and Figure 2 are connected within the respective switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n; 5.1, ...,
5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p in such a way that they have opposite main controlled current directions, that is to say the electronic components which can be driven and carry current in only one direction have opposite main controlled current directions to one another. Furthermore, the passive electronic components which cannot be driven and carry current in only one direction in the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3, as shown in Figure 1a, Figure 1b, Figure 1c and Figure 2 are connected within the respective switching group 1.1, ..., 1.n; 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p in such a way that they have a mutually opposite controlled current direction.

Furthermore, each of the unidirectional power semiconductor switches are based on the embodiments of the converter circuit according to the invention as shown in Figures 3a, b and Figure 4 is preferably formed by a passive electronic component which cannot be driven and carries current in only one direction, for example by a diode. As already mentioned, the converter circuit according to the invention and as shown in Figures 3a, b and Figure 4 can be further simplified by this measure because fewer electronic components which can be driven and carry current in only one direction are required, and the drive complexity can thus be significantly reduced. The first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 which are in the form of bidirectional power semiconductor switches as shown in Figures 3a, b and Figure 4 are connected within the respective first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n in such a way that they have an opposite controlled main current direction, that is to say the electronic components which can be driven and carry current in only one direction have a mutually opposite controlled main current direction. Furthermore, as shown in Figures 3a, b for the respective second and
third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p, the passive electronic component which cannot be driven and carries current in only one direction in the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 and the electronic component which can be driven and carries current in only one direction in the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 are connected within the respective second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p in such a way that they have a mutually opposite current direction. Finally, the first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3, which are in the form of unidirectional power semiconductor switches as shown in Figure 4, within the respective second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p are connected in such a way that they have a mutually opposite current direction.

Furthermore, it has been found to be very advantageous in the case of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n to integrate the two first power semiconductor switches 2 in respectively adjacent first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n in a module, that is to say when there are a plurality of first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n, the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the n-th first switching group 1.n and the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the (n-2)-th first switching group 1.(n-1) are integrated in a module, and the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the (n-1)-th first switching group 1.(n-1) and the first power semiconductor switch 2 in the (n-2)-th first switching group 1.(n-2) are integrated in a module, etc. Furthermore, it has been found to be advantageous, in the case of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n, for the two second power semiconductor switches 3 in respectively adjacent first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n to be integrated in a module, that is to say, when there are a plurality of first switching groups 1.1,
... 1.n, the second power semiconductor switch 3 in the n-th first switching group 1.n and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in the (n-1)-th first switching group 1.(n-1) are integrated in a module, and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in the (n-1)-th first switching group 1.(n-1) and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in the (n-2)-th first switching group 1.(n-2) are integrated in a module, etc. Modules such as these are normally standard half-bridge modules and are accordingly of simple design, are not susceptible to faults, and are thus cost-effective. Furthermore, when there are a plurality of second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p it has been found to be advantageous, in the case of the p second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p, for the two first power semiconductor switches 2 in respectively adjacent second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p to be integrated in a module, and for the two second power semiconductor switches 3 in respectively adjacent second switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p to be integrated in a module, in the manner described in detail above for the first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n. Furthermore, when there are a plurality of third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p, it has been found to be advantageous, in the case of the p third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p, for the two first power semiconductor switches 2 in respectively adjacent third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p to be integrated in a module, and for the two second power semiconductor switches 3 in respectively adjacent third switching groups 6.1, ..., 6.p to be integrated in a module, in the manner described in detail above for the first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n. It is self-evident that the integration, as explained in detail above, of the respective first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 applies to all of the embodiments of the converter circuit according to the invention as shown in Figure 1a to Figure 4.
However, it is also feasible, in the case of the n first switching groups 1.1, ..., 1.n, in the case of the p second and third switching groups 5.1, ..., 5.p; 6.1, ..., 6.p to in each case integrate the first power semiconductor switch 2 and the second power semiconductor switch 3 in a module. As already mentioned, modules such as these are normally standard half-bridge modules and are accordingly of simple design, are not susceptible to faults, and are thus cost-effective. In this case as well, it is self-evident that the integration, as explained in detail above, of the respective first and second power semiconductor switches 2, 3 applies to all the embodiments of the converter circuit according to the invention as shown in Figure 1a to Figure 4.

In the case of a converter circuit according to the invention that is intended to be provided for a polyphase application, the p-th second switching groups 5.p for the phases R, Y, B are preferably connected in parallel, and the p-th third switching groups 6.p for the phases R, Y, B are connected in parallel with one another. The respective connections are made to the capacitors 4 in the respective p-th second switching groups 5.p, and to the capacitors 4 in the respective p-th third switching groups 6.p, respectively.

In order advantageously to allow space to be saved in the case of a polyphase converter circuit, the capacitors 4 in the p-th second switching groups 5.p for the phases R, Y, B are preferably combined to form one capacitor. Furthermore, the capacitors 4 in the p-th third switching groups 6.b for the phases R, Y, B are preferably likewise combined to form one capacitor.

Overall, the converter circuit according to the
invention for switching a large number of switching voltage levels thus represents a solution which is characterized by storing only a small amount of electrical energy during its operation and by its space-saving design, and thus represents a solution which is uncomplicated, robust and is not susceptible to defects.
List of reference symbols

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1, ..., 1.n</td>
<td>First switching groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>First power semiconductor switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Second power semiconductor switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Capacitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.1, ..., 5.p</td>
<td>Second switching groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1, ..., 6.p</td>
<td>Third switching groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Voltage limiting network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The invention claimed is:

1. A converter circuit for switching a large number of switching voltage levels, having \( n \) first switching groups which are provided for each phase \((R, Y, B)\), with the \( n \)-th first switching group being formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch, and with the first first switching group to the \((n-1)\)-th switching group each being formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor, which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches, with each of the \( n \) first switching groups being connected in series to the respectively adjacent first switching group, and with the first and the second power semiconductor switches in the first first switching group being connected to one another, wherein \( n \geq 1 \) and \( p \) second switching groups and \( p \) third switching groups are provided, which are each formed by a first power semiconductor switch and a second power semiconductor switch and by a capacitor which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches, where \( p \geq 1 \) and each of the \( p \) second switching groups is connected in series with the respectively adjacent second switching group, and each of the \( p \) third switching groups is connected in series with the respectively adjacent third switching group, and the first second switching group is connected to the first power semiconductor switch in the \( n \)-th first switching group, and the first third switching group is connected to the second power semiconductor switch in the \( n \)-th first switching group, and in that the capacitor in the
p-th second switching group is connected in series with the capacitor in the p-th third switching group.

2. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein a voltage limiting network is connected in parallel with the first power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group, and in that a voltage limiting network is connected in parallel with the second power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group.

3. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 2, wherein the voltage limiting network (7) has a capacitor.

4. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 2, wherein the voltage limiting network has a series circuit formed by a resistor with a capacitor.

5. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the n-th first switching group has a capacitor which is connected to the first and second power semiconductor switches in the n-th first switching group, with the first second switching group being connected to the capacitor in the n-th first switching group, and with the first third switching group being connected to the capacitor in the n-th first switching group.

6. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first second switching group are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first second switching group being connected to the first power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group, and in that the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first third switching group are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first third switching group being connected
to the second power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group.

7. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 5, wherein the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first second switching group are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first second switching group being connected to the junction point of the capacitor in the n-th first switching group and the first power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group, and in that the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first third switching group are connected to one another, with the junction point of the first and second power semiconductor switches in the first third switching group being connected to the junction point of the capacitor in the n-th first switching group and the second power semiconductor switch in the n-th first switching group.

8. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the total number of the n first switching groups corresponds to the total number of the p second and third switching groups.

9. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the total number of the n first switching groups is less than the total number of the p second and third switching groups.

10. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the total number of the n first switching groups is greater than the total number of the p second and third switching groups.

11. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first power semiconductor switch and the second power semiconductor switch in each switching group are in
each case in the form of a bidirectional power semiconductor switch.

12. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first power semiconductor switch in each first and in each second switching group is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch, wherein the second power semiconductor switch in each first and in each third switching group is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch, and wherein the second power semiconductor switch in each second switching group and the first power semiconductor switch in each third switching group are in each case in the form of a unidirectional power semiconductor switch.

13. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first power semiconductor switch in each first and in each third switching group is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch, wherein the second power semiconductor switch in each first and in each second switching group is a bidirectional power semiconductor switch, and wherein the first power semiconductor switch in each second switching group and the second power semiconductor switch in each third switching group is a unidirectional power semiconductor switch.

14. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein the first power semiconductor switch and the second power semiconductor switch in each first switching group are in each case in the form of a bidirectional power semiconductor switch, and wherein the first power semiconductor switch and the second power semiconductor switch in each second switching group and in each third
switching group are in each case in the form of a unidirectional power semiconductor switch.

15. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 11, wherein the bidirectional power semiconductor switch is formed by an electronic component which can be driven and carries current in only one direction, and by a passive electronic component which is connected back-to-back in parallel with this, cannot be driven and carries current in only one direction.

16. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 12, wherein the unidirectional power semiconductor switch is formed by a passive electronic component which cannot be driven and carries current in only one direction.

17. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein, in the case of the n first switching groups, the two first power semiconductor switches in respectively adjacent first switching groups are integrated in a module, and the two second power semiconductor switches in respectively adjacent first switching groups are integrated in a module.

18. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 17, wherein, in the case of the p second switching groups, the two first power semiconductor switches in respectively adjacent second switching groups are integrated in a module, and the two second power semiconductor switches in respectively adjacent second switching groups are integrated in a module, and wherein, in the case of the p third switching groups, the two first power semiconductor switches in respectively adjacent third switching groups are
integrated in a module, and the two second power semiconductor switches in respectively adjacent third switching groups are integrated in a module.

19. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein, in the case of the n first switching groups and in the case of the p second and third switching groups, the first power semiconductor switch and the second power semiconductor switch are in each case integrated in a module.

20. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 1, wherein, if there are a plurality of phases (R, Y, B), the p-th second switching groups for the phases (R, Y, B) are connected in parallel with one another, and the p-th third switching groups for the phases (R, Y, B) are connected in parallel with one another.

21. The converter circuit as claimed in claim 20, wherein the capacitors in the p-th second switching groups for the phases (R, Y, B) are combined to form one capacitor, and wherein the capacitors in the p-th third switching groups for the phases (R, Y, B) are combined to form one capacitor.